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Abstract. A new simulation model of longwall coal mining is presented. This model intends to 
research processes by longwall coal mining and to solve a problem of increasing the productivity of a 
shearer-loader. Using the simulation model the solution of several optimization problems was 
obtained.  

Introduction 

Simulation is a powerful tool for solving the problem of increasing the performance of coal mines 
through the use of new equipment and new technologies. There are many publications about using 
simulation to solve this problem. In particular there are many publications about using simulation to 
solve problems connected with longwall coal mining [1,2,3,4,5]. 

Own simulation system MTSS (Manufacturing and Transportation Simulation System) [6, 7] was 
applied to solve problems of optimization of longwall technological process for underground coal 
mines in Kuznetsk Coal Basin (Russia, Western Siberia). 

Mathematical and simulation models of longwall technological process in coal mine are 
considered in this paper. The simulation model was developed with help of MTSS. This model 
intends to research processes by longwall coal mining and to solve the problem of increasing the 
productivity of a shearer-loader. Using this simulation model the solution of several optimization 
problems was obtained.  

Case Study 

In mine design, theoretical advance speed ( ) and productivity (A) of a shearer-loader in longwall 
mining is determined from the formulas (1) and (2) [8]: 
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where:  
N is the capacity of shearer drive;  
η is the efficiency of feed drive gearbox;  
nl is the number of picks in a cutting line (assumed subject to the drum design);  
Kl is the coefficient taking into account a part of capacity of shearer drive to move the shearer- 

loader;  
S is the averaged cutting resistance of coal;  
D is the drum diameter; 
n2 is the number of picks that cut coal simultaneously (for most shearers, this number includes half 

of all picks on the drum); 
K0 is the coefficient, taking into account the decreasing of the cutting resistance of coal under the 

influence of rock pressure; 
K is a certain coefficient taking into account the characteristics of cutting angle as well as width, 

dulling, and shape of picks. 
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where:  
γ is the coal density;  
m is the mineable thickness of coal seam;  
r is the shearer cutting width.  
The averaged characteristics of the coal seam are used in formulas (1) and (2). More accurate 

formulas (3) and (4) are proposed in [9]. The averaged characteristics of the coal seam have been 
replaced by distributed ones. Also the dip angle of coal seam (α) was used. 
(x, y), A(x, y), α(x, y), S(x, y),  m(x, y) are functions of the corresponding characteristics of the coal 

seam in point with (x, y) coordinates. 
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where:  
P is the shearer weight; 
f is the coefficient of sliding friction between shearer and scraper conveyor;  
α is the dip angle of coal seam;  
“+” and “-” before of the shearer-loader weight correspond the shearer-loader movement up and 

down the longwall, respectively. 
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Values of functions (x, y), A(x, y), α(x, y), S(x, y),  m(x, y) are calculated with the method of 
Inverse Distance Weighting with use of general function (5). 
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where: 
n is the number of nearest to stoping face wells that are using while calculating; 
Fi are values of the corresponding characteristics of the coal seam in ith geological prospecting 

well;  
di is the length between the mining face with current position (x, y) and the ith well calculated with 

(6) 
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where (xi, yi) is the coordinates of the ith well. 
The coal cutting resistance S affects the motion rate of shearer-loader to a greater extent than other 

characteristics of the coal seam. 
The coal cutting resistance S is calculated by data obtained when drilling the geological 

prospecting well using (7). 
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where: 
mr , mc are the rock mass and the coal mass respectively;  
fr , fc are the interbed rock hardness and the coal hardness respectively. 

Simulation Results 

An integrated model of a longwall coal mining was implemented in the frames of simulation system 
MTSS. This model involves the following interacting parts: the shearer-loader model itself, the coal 
seam model, and the model of a self-moving roof support. We assure that all parameters of the models 
of mine equipment correlate with the parameters of the actual mine equipment. It operates at one of 
the coal mines in Kuznetsk Coal Basin. 

The evaluation of productivity of a shearer-loader which depends on different factors such as 
specifications of the shearer-loader and geophysical conditions of the coal seam was set as the main 
goal of the simulation of longwall coal mining. 

In Fig. 1 we present the main window of the longwall coal mining model which was carried out 
with simulation system MTSS. There the coal seam with one geological prospecting well (a red circle) 
is painted over. The areas showing reduced resistance are painted over in a lighter shade. 

There is a possibility to set interactively in the parameters window the equipment parameters as 
well as operation modes. In order either to start the shearer-loader or to stop it we enter the control 
buttons in the main window. The state of the coal seam (the coal cutting resistance) is the main factor 
which influence on the shearer-loader productivity as it restricts the shearer advance speed. The 
subject of the research is to simulate in details both one-way operating and shuttle operating of the 
shearer-loader taking into account roof supports movement which depend on geophysical state of 
coal seam.  

There was performed a series of experiments along with the developed longwall mining simulation 
model. We calculated the average productivity of the shearer-loader both for one-way and for shuttle 
operating, in dependence of the length of the longwall face. The experiments were carried out under 
the equal conditions of the passage of the shearer-loader for a certain depth into the coal seam. 

Fig. 2 shows the results in the form of graphs. 
We can make the following conclusions: 
• The shuttle operating of coal mining is more productive in comparison with the one-way 

operating; 
• The increase of the length of the longwall face, starting from a certain value, does not affect 

significantly the increase in the productivity of the shearer-loader. 
With the developed longwall mining simulation model a dependence of the shearer-loader advance 

speed and productivity of the shearer-loader on the shearer cutting width was calculated. This 
dependence for the shearer-loader SL-500/1 and coal seam 3 m thick is presented in Fig. 3. 

SL-500/1 shearer-loader has the following specifications: mineable coal thickness range is 2–5 m; 
allowable dip angle of coal is 35°; total capacity of motors is 948 kW; cutting drive capacity is 700 
kW; feed drive capacity is 108 kW; drum diameter is 1.6 m. 

The obtained results allow us to conclude that the productivity of shearer-loader has a point of 
maximum with respect to the shearer cutting width. 
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Figure 1. The main window of the longwall coal mining model 

 
Figure 2. Shearer-loader performance depending on longwall face length 
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Figure 3. The dependence of the shearer advance speed (Line 1) and productivity (Line 2) of the shearer-loader on the 
shearer cutting width for the shearer-loader SL-500/1 
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